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Misuse Policy
We at Coupearn wish that all the users extract full usage of all the coupons we launch into the market. The usage
of these coupons are governed by some policies to ensure that throughout the coupon distribution cycle no party
(Team Coupearn, The Vendor and the Customer) is cheated or hard done with.

Submission of the Coupon on Use
The end customer is expected to use one coupon only once. The coupon is meant to be submitted at the vendor
outlet at the time of redemption. Vendor will grant the benefit mentioned on the coupon only on submission of the
coupon to the vendor.

Prevention of Duplication
Nobody is entitled to produce a duplicate coupon or a similar looking coupon except for Coupearn and its
associates. Duplication of the coupon will be considered as an offence and may have legal implications. If a
person is aware of someone else trying to duplicate or create a similar looking coupon the person should
immediately inform the Coupearn team regarding the same.

Unauthorized Selling
Selling / distributing the coupon without knowledge of team Coupearn is an offense and may have legal
implications. Only Coupearn Team and its associates possess the right to produce, sell and distribute these
coupons.

Unauthorized Buying
Buying the Coupearn Coupons from anybody other than Coupearn or any of its associates is an offense and may
have legal implications.

Vendor Negotiations
You are entitled to receive only the mentioned benefit at the vendor outlet. Trying to negotiate anything other than
what is mentioned on the coupon will be categorised as misuse of the coupon.

Unintended Recipient
If you are not the intended recipient of the coupon, it is your responsibility to communicate to Coupearn and hand
back the coupon. Using the coupon in this scenario will be categorised as misuse of the coupon.

Modification of the Misuse Policy
The Coupearn team reserves the right to change the misuse policy from time to time as it sees fit and your
continued use of the coupons will signify your acceptance of any adjustment to this misuse. User is required to
check terms and conditions regularly. No notification communication will be done subject to change in the misuse
policy
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Communication
For any kind of queries related to usage or misuse of coupons, please write to info@coupearn.in

